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(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of March 18, 1967) 
0. Introduction. The integral transforms which we consider here are 
those of MEULENBELD and BRAAKSMA [1] with the functions .Pf:·"(z) 
and QJ:'·"(z) as kernels. These functions are the generalized Legendre 
functions of KuiPERS-MEULENBELD [2]. In [1], with suitable conditions 
on the functions f(t), g(t) and h(t), they proved that 
(3) 
f(x+O) + f(x-0) 
2 
g(x+O) +g(x-0) 
2 
- {h(x+O) +h(x-0)} = 
1 n,+ioo ( m+n ) ( m+n) 
=-. f r k---+1 r -k--- . 2:n;~ n1-ioo 2 2 
1 dt 
· ~·m(x) ndn J1 h(t) .Pf:·"(- t) 1 _ t . 
As a special case of ( 1), setting k1 = - ! and k = -! + iu, they proved in [ 1] : 
Theorem 1. Letmand nbe complexnumberssuchthat iRenl < 1-Rem, 
and let f(t) be a function such that 
(i) f(t)(t-1)-'I.-'/,IRemiEL(1,a) if Rem#O,f(t)(t-1)-''• log (t-1) 
(ii) f(t) t-'1• E L(a, CX>), 
EL(1,a) if Rem=O, 
1 ) The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Meulenbeld for 
introducing him to this area of study, and for generously giving of his time and 
advice in the preparation of this paper. 
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for all a> 1. Further let f(t) be of bounded variation in a neighborhood of 
t=x (x> 1). Then f(t) satisfies the relation: 
f(x+O)+f(x-0) 00 " oo " 
:.....:...-----'--::;:2-'--'---- = J K (u, m, n) ~·.1,+i,.(x) du J f(t) ~·'Hi,.(t) dt, 
0 1 
(4) 
where 
IIr(1-m±n . ) 
(5) K( ) _ -1 2m-n-2 2 ±~u 2) 
u,m,n -n IIF(±2iu) ' 
(see [1, Theorem 5]). 
In section 1 we will find results analogous to Theorem 1 for formulas 
(2) and (3). In section 2 we prove Parseval relations for these transforms, 
and theorems concerning their asymptotic behavior. Finally in section 3 
we apply the results to evaluate some integrals. 
1. Analogues of theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let n and k be complex numbers such that 
IRe nl < 2 Re k + 2, and g(t) a function such that 
(i) g(t)(t-1)- 1 EL(1,a), 
(ii) g(t)t-'i,+JRe(k+'i,>IEL(a,oo) if Rek#-l, and 
g(t) t-'1, log t E L(a, oo) if Re k =- -!, 
for all a> 1. Further let g(t) be of bounded variation in a neighborhood of 
t=x for x> 1. Then g(t) satisfies the relation: 
(6) f M(k,p, n) e""'Q1t·"(x) dpf e""'Qff·"(t)g(t) t~ 1 = g(x+ O) ~ g(x- O), 
where 
(7) 
( n ip) IIr k±-+1--
M(k " n) =n-1 2-n+ip 2 . 2 '~"'' ( n ~ ) liT k ± 2 + 1 + : liT(± ip) 
Proof. If in (4) we use the relation: 
22-(m/2J+k(x-1)-''• e-(2k+1Jm (x + 3) 
(8) P%'·"(x) = ( m ±n) Q~1;~;,."+I> x -1 ' x > 1 
IIr 1+k- - 2-
x+3 tb t+3 (see [1, (1.4)]), and replace m by - 2k-1, 2u by p, x by x _ 1 , Y t _ 1 
and f(t) by (t-1)'1• g(t), we obtain the desired result. 
2) We use the notation IIT(a ± b ±c) to mean the product of the gamma 
functions over all possible indicated sign combinations. 
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Theorem 3. Let m and k be complex numbers such that 
I2Re k+ II< I-Re m, and h(t) a function such that 
(i) h(t)(I+t)-'1.-'/,IRemiEL(-I,a) if Rem#O, and 
h(t)(I+t)-'1• log (I+t) EL(-I,a) if Rem=O, 
(ii) h(t)(I-t)-1 E L(a, I), 
for all a, - I< a< I. Also let h(t) be of bounded variation in a neighborhood 
of t=x for -I <x< I. Then 
(9) J N(k,m,v)pt·'9 (-x)dv f h(t)pt·'9(-t) I~t = h(x+O)~h(x-O), 
0 -1 
Proof. In (4) we use the formula: 
(II) P'!!·"'(x)=2k+<nl2l+ 1(I+x)-''·~·-2k- 1 ( x- 3 ) x>-I x..J.I k - 1/,(n+1l -X -I ' ' -r- ' 
3+t 3+x (see [I, (l.I)]), and replace n by -2k-I, 2u by -v, t by I-t' xby I-x 
and (I +t)'1• f(t) by h(t). With the appropriate changes in the hypotheses 
of theorem I, the above theorem follows. 
2a. Parseval's relations. These relations are given in theorems 4, 5 
and 6. 
Theorem 4. Let m and n be complex numbers such that 
IRe nl <I-Re m, and fi(t), j =I, 2, be functions such that 
(i) f;(t)(t-I)-'1,-'/,IReml EL(I,a) if Rem#O and 
f;(t)(t-I)-'1• log (t-I)EL(I,a) if Rem=O, 
(ii) f;(t) t-'t, E L(a, oo), 
for all a > I. Let 
00 
(I2) F1(u) = f f;(t) ~··1,H,.(t) dt, j =I, 2, 
1 
and let h(t) be of bounded variation on every subinterval [h, t2], I< h < t2 < oo. 
Let F1(u) u-m+'t, E L(R, oo) for sufficiently large R, then 
00 00 
(I3) f K(u, m, n) F 1(u) F 2(u) du = f ft(t) Mt) dt, 
0 1 
where K(u, m, n) is given by (5). 
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Theorem 5. Let k and n be complex numbers such that 
IRe nl < 2Re k+ 2, and gi(t), j = 1, 2 be functions such that 
(i) gi(t)(t-1)- 1 E L(1,a), 
(ii) gi(t) t-'I.+Re(k+'/,l E L(a, oo) if Re k =F - !, and 
gi(t) t-'1. log t E L(a, oo) if Re k = - t, 
for all a> 1. Let 
(14) 
and let g1(t) be of bounded variation on every subinterval [h,t2 ], 1 < h < t2 < oo. 
Let G1({l) e"'~" fl'1• E L(R, oo), for sufficiently large R, then 
(15) 
where M(k, fl, n) is given by (7). 
Theorem 6. Let m and k be complex numbers such that 
I2Rek+11<1-Rem, and hi(t), j=1, 2 be functions such that 
(i) hi(t)(1+t)-'i,-'/,1Reml EL(-1,a) if Rem=FO and 
hi(t)(1+t)-'f, log (1+t)EL(-1,a) if Rem=O, 
(ii) hi(t)(1-t)- 1 E L(a, 1), 
for all a, - 1 <a< 1. Let 
(16) 
and let h1(t) be of bounded variation on every subinterval [h, t2], 
-1 <t1 <t2 < 1. Let H1(v)v-m+'!, E L(R, oo) for sufficiently large R, then 
(17) 
where N(k, m, v) is given (10). 
Remark 1. We will prove only Theorem 6 since Theorems 4 and 
5 can be obtained by applying (8) and (11) in the appropriate way. 
Remark 2. One might note that (13), (15) and (17) would be simpli-
fied if the functions K, M and N were absorbed in the transforms. However, 
this only complicates the transforms (12), (14) and (16). 
In order to prove Theorem 6 we will need some properties of the trans-
form (16) which are contained in the following lemmas. 
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Lemma I. Let h(t) be a function such that for a complex constant m 
(i) h(t)(1 +t)-'/,IReml E L( -1,a), 
(ii) h(t)(1-t)- 1 E L(a, 1) 
for all a, -1 <a< I. Then the transform H(v) given by (16) is a continuous 
function on (0, CXJ). 
Proof. Using the formula: 
(18) 
. (1 +t)-'l,m(1-t)ivl2 pm.>v( -t) = . 
k F(1-m) 
( m iv m iv 1 + t) .p k+1--+- -k--+-· 1-m·- (-1<t<1) 2 2' 2 2' ' 2 ' 
(see [3, (3)]), we see that 
( 1 + t)'I.{IReml-ml( 1- t)iv/2 h(t) pm.i•(- t) = h(t)( 1 + t) -'/,IReml . 
k F(1-m) 
( m iv m iv 1 + t) . F k+ 1- 2 + 2 , -k- 2 + 2 , 1-m; - 2- . 
Hence for -1 <t~O we have: 
(19) ih(t) J>r·i•( -t)i ~ lh(t)l (1 +t)-'i,IReml Ml, 
where M1 is independent of v for O<Cl~v~R< CXJ. 
For 0 ~ t ~ 1 we use the relation: 
1 ( m iv m iv 1 + t) 
F(1-m)F 1+k-2+2,-k-2+2; 1-m;-2- = 
. ( m iv m iv . 1 - t) F(-~v) F 1+k- 2 + 2 , -k- 2 + 2 ; 1+w; - 2-
.) . + ( m w ( m ~v) (2o) r - k - 2 - 2 r 1 + k - 2 - 2 
. ( m iv · m iv . 1 - t) 
( 1 _ t)-i• F(~v) F -k- 2 - 2 , 1 +k- 2 - 2 ; 1-~v; - 2-
+ 2 . . ( m w) ( m ~v) r -k- 2 + 2 r 1+k- 2 + 2 
(see [4, 2.10 (1) (5)]). Thus we see that J>r·i•( -t) is bounded for 
0 < CJ ~ v ~ R < CXJ and 0 ~ t ~ I. Hence for - 1 < t < 1 : 
~~~)liJT·'•( -t)i ~ M ~~~)l (1 +t)-'i,IRem, 
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which is integrable on ( -1, 1) by hypothesis. Thus the integral (16) 
converges uniformly for O<<'l~Y~R< oo. Since Pr:·••( -t) is an analytic 
function of its parameters the conclusion follows. 
Lemma 2. If h(t) satisfies the conditions of lemma 1, then its transform 
given by (16) is such that H(Y) = O(y-1) as y--+ 0. 
Proof. For - 1 < t ~ 0 and Y small enough, we see from ( 19) that 
/Yh(t)Pf:·••(-t)J~M/h(t)/(1+t)-'i,IReml. For O~t~1, it is seen from (20) 
that YP"f:·'•( -t) is bounded as Y--+ 0 since YT(±iY) is bounded as Y--+ 0. 
Thus for -1 <t< 1 we have 
I ~h~~Pr:·••( -t) I ~ M ~~~)j (1 +t)-'i,IReml 
for Y sufficiently small. Since this last term is integrable on ( -1, 1) 
one sees that YH(Y)=0(1) as Y--+ 0. 
Proof of Theorem 6. If we write 
and assume for the moment that it is permissible to interchange the 
order of integration, we obtain: 
(21) 
However, 
00 
(22) f N(k,m,Y)H1(Y)Pf:·••(-t)dv=h1(t) a.e. 
by Theorem 3 and the conditions on h1(t). Using (22) in (21) we obtain 
the desired relation (17). 
In order to justify the change of order of integration, we shall show that 
(23) S l~z~~l dt j /N(k, m, v)IIH1 (v)IIPr·i•(- t)J d'V < oo, 
-1 0 
and apply the Tonelli-Hobson Theorem. 
Let f(v, t)= JN(k, m, Y)//Hl(v)/ JPr·••( -t)J. For O<'YJ<R<oo we have: 
oo '1 R oo f f(Y, t) dv = f f(v, t) dv + f f(v, t) dv + f f(v, t) dY = J 1 +J2 +J3• 
0 0 '1 R 
For O~t~ 1 we combine formulas (10), (18) and (20), and find that 
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I ( m iv m iv . 1- t)l . F l + k - 2 + 2 , - k- 2 + 2 ; l +w; - 2-
(24) 
I ( m iv m iv . 1- t)l · F l+k---- -k----·l-w·--2 2' 2 2' ' 2 . 
For -l<t;£:0 we combine (10) and (18) to obtain: 
(25) 
nlr( -k- ~ ± ;)lnlr( I+k- ~ ±i)l 
f(v,t) ;£: 1IIF(±ivl IH1(v)l . 
(1 +t)-'/,Rem I ( m iv m iv. . 1 +t)l· 
· F(1-m) F -k- 2 + 2' 1+k- 2 + 2' l-m, -2- · 
Since H1(v) is continuous on (0, 17] and O(v-1) as v ~ 0 by the previous 
lemmas, and since the hypergeometric and gamma functions are bounded 
for I2Re k+li<1-Re m, we see from (24) that J1 is bounded for 
0 ;£: t ;£: l. Similarly from (25) one gets that J 1 ;£: (1 +t)-'/,Rem 0 1 for 
-1<t;£:0. Thus J 1(l+t)'/,1Remi=O(l) for -1;£:t;£:l. Again from (24) and 
(25) we obtain J 2(l + t)'l,fReml = 0( l) on -1 ;£: t ;£: l. 
From [1, (3.7)] we have, for R sufficiently large, that if v",?;,R and 
Rem#O, then 
(26) ~ I.PJ:'·i•(- t)l ;£: 01 vRem-'1•(1 + t) -'1•{1 +v-1(1 +t) -'/, K1 + 
( +v-1(1 +t)-'foRem-'/, +v-1(1 + t)'/,Rem-'/•}, -1 <t< l. 
If we apply the asymptotic properties of the gamma-function to N(k, m, v), 
we see that N(k, m, v) = O(v- 2m+l ). 
Combining this with (26) we get: 
00 00 
J 3 ;£: 0 2(1 +t)-'1• f IH1(v)lv-Rem+'l•dv+03(1 +t)-'1• f IH1(v)lv-Rem-'/•dv + 
R R 
00 00 
+04(1 +t)-'/,Rem-'/, f IH1(v)lv-Rem-'/•dv+Os(1 +t)'I,Rem-•t, f 1H1(v)lv-Rem-'l,dv 
R R 
for suitable R. Using the hypothesis on H1(v) and the results for J1 and J2, 
we find (J1+J2+J3) (1+t)':.+'t,IRemi=0(1) for -1<t<l. Thus 
lh2(t)l oof f(v t)dvsK l~(t)l (1+t)-'I,-'/,1Reml (-1<t<1). 
1-t 0 ' - 2 1-t ' 
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Using the integrability conditions of the theorem we see that (23) holds 
and, for Rem* 0, the proof is complete. 
If Rem= 0, we replace (26) by 
IPr·iv( -t)l ~01 vRem-'1•(1 +t)-'1•{1 +v- 1 (1 +t)-'I•K1 +v- 1 (1 +t)-'l•log (1 +t)}, 
(see [1]), and the proof follows the same lines as above. 
Remark 3. In the above proof the only integrability conditions 
needed on h1(t) are those which guarantee that (22) will hold. Thus we 
really need the somewhat weaker integrability conditions of Theorem 3 
for h1(t). 
2b. Asymptotic behavior of the transforms. In Theorem 6 it was necessary 
to require an integrability condition on one of the transforms, though 
that is not unusual for this type of theorem. Actually it is possible to 
get some general information for the asymptotic behavior of the transform. 
These results are contained in 
Theorem 7. Let h(t) satisfy the integrability conditions (i) and (ii) 
of Theorem 6. Then its transform H(v), given by (16), has the property that 
H(v)=o(vm-'1•) as v--+=. If in addition one requires that h(t) (1+t)'l• be 
of bounded variation on [ -1, 1] and h(t)--+ 0 as t--+ 1, then H(v)=O(vm-'1•) 
as v --+ =. 
Proof. Lett= 2 tanh2 u-1 in (16), then 
00 
(27) H(v) = J h(2 tanh2 u-1) P;:'·iv(1- 2 tanh2 u) 2 tanh u du. 
0 
If we use [1, (3.7)] we see that 
(28) · cos[vu+~(m-!)] {1+(iv)-1(tanhu)- 1 0(1)+(iv)- 1 • 
· (tanh u) -m- 1 o(1) + (iv) - 1(tanh u)m- 1 o(1)} 
uniformly for u> 0 as v--+ =· Combining (27) and (28), 
(29) 
H(v) =K1 vm-'1, I h(2 tanh2 u-1)(tanh u)'l, cos [vu + ~ (m-!)] du + 
+ vm-'1•0(1) I h(2 tanh2 u-1)(tanh u)-'1, cos [vu + ~ (m -!)] du 
+ vm-'1, o(1) I h(2tanh2 u-1)(tanh u)-m-'1, cos [vu + ~ (m-!)] du 
+ vm-'1. o(l) I h(2 tanh2 u-1)(tanh u)m-'1, cos [vu + ~ (m-!)] du. 
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Conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6 guarantee the existence of the last 
three integrals and imply that h(2tanh2u-1) (tanhu)''•EL(O,oo). The 
Riemann-Lebesgue Theorem applied to the first integral gives us the 
first half of the theorem. If in addition one requires that h(t) (1 +t)'1• be 
of bounded variation on [ -1, 1] and h(t)---+ 0 as t---+ 1, then h(2 tanh2 u-1) 
(tanh u)'1• is of bounded variation on [0, oo) and tends to zero at infinity. 
Thus the first integral is O(v-1}, see [5, pg 11], and the proof is complete. 
The corresponding results for the transforms (12) and (14) are as follows: 
Theorem 8. If f(t) satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 4, 
then its transform F(u), given by (12), is such that F(u) = o(um-''•). If in 
addition f(t)(t2 -1)'1• is of bounded variation on [1,oo) and tends to zero 
at infinity, then F(u) = O(um-'1•). 
Theorem 9. If g(t) satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5, 
then its transform G(p,), given by ( 14}, has the property that G(p,) e"t.t = o(p,-'1•). 
If in addition g(t)t'1• is of bounded variation on [1, oo) and if g(t)---+ 0 as 
t---+ 1, then G(p,)e"~'=O(p,-''•). 
The proofs of these theorems utilize formula (8) and (11) in the usual 
way. 
3. Applications. In applying the Parseval relation we will restrict our 
attention to Theorem 4, since (12) corresponds to the MEHLER-FOCK 
transform [6] and [7] for m=n=O, and to that ofVILENKIN [8] for m=n. 
One can always transform these examples by means of (8) and (11). 
From [11, pg 400 (10)] and [1, (0.2)] one can easily obtain the trans-
form pair 
f(t) = (t-1)-'l,m(t+ 1)-'l,n(t+x)-21-I, 
(30) _ (x+ 1)-l-'i,m(x-1)-l-'/,n (1 +m+n . ) . F(u)- F(2l+ 1) IIF 2 ±~u+2l 
. p-n-21. -m-21( ) 
-'la+i" X ' 
valid for Rem<1, Re(m+n+4l+1)>0 and x>l. If we use the asymp-
totic properties of the gamma function and combine (11) and (28), we 
find that F(u) =e-""uRe<2m+nHI>-'J, 0(1}. Clearly F(u) u-m+'!, E L(R, oo) for 
R>O. By changing n to -n, and using the relation Pr·-n(x)=2-n 
Pr· .. (x), (see [2, (3)]), in (30), we also obtain the pair 
f(t) = (t -1) -'l,m(t + 1)''•"'(t +x) - 21-I, 
( + 1)-l-'/,m( 1)-!+'/,n (1 + ) (31) F(u)=2n-m- 21 X F(2l:D nr ~-n ±iu+2l . 
. P:"i",;i1!.+2'(x), 
valid for Rem<1, Re (m-n+4l+1)>0 and x>l. 
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Using some results of H. DE SNoo 3) one easily finds the following 
pairs of transforms: 
(32) ~ f(t) = e-Pt(t- 1) -'/am(t + 1)±'/,n, F(") = 2- (m-nl/2 p!m'fn)/2-1 W . (2'11) (m±nl/2,•" :r ' 
valid for Rem<1 and Rep>O. Here Wa,b(x) denotes the Whittaker 
function, and upper signs or lower signs are to be taken together. 
Theorem 10. Let m, n and l be complex numbers such that, 
Rem< 1, IRe nl <Re (m+4l+ 1), IRe nl < 1-Re m, then 
(33) = n 221+2 [(<X -1)(P -1)]1 (P -1)''•"' (P + 1)''·m. 
<X+1 {J+1 <X-1 <X+1 
· (1+{J)-1[F(2l+1)]2 . 
( {J-<X) . B(1-m,m+4l+1) F 2l+1, 1-m; 4l+2; 1+{J , <X,{J> l. 
Proof. If we require that Rem<! together with the other conditions 
of the theorem, then (30) and (31) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4. 
Since 
00 J (t-1)-m(t+<X)-21-1(t+(J)-21-1dt= [(<X+ 1)({J+ 1)]-21-1. 
1 
· Jt-m _t_+1 - 1-+1 dt= ( ) -21-1( )-21-1 
0 <X+1 {J+1 
( {J-<X) 
. F 2l+1, 1-m; 41+2; 1 +/3 , 
by [10, 6.2 (35)] 4), we see that (33) holds for Rem<!. However, the 
conditions of this theorem are sufficient to make both sides of (33) analytic 
functions of m, and the proof is complete. 
3) These results were commnnicated to the author in a conversation and involve 
the Laplace transform of products of fnnctions with the fnnctions of Kuipers-
Meulenbeld. 
4 ) In [10,6.2(35)] the condition 0 <Res< 2Re(,u+v) should read 
0 <Res< hRe(,u+v). 
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If we set l=O, (33) becomes, for JRe nJ + JRe mJ < 1, a.-t=/3: 
(34) 
4nT(1-m)F(l+m). 
m(a.-(3) 
. ((3 -1)'/,n {(1 +a.)'/,m _ (1 +a.)-'/,m} 
a. -1 1 + f3 1 + f3 ' m i= O, 
1 ((3-1)'/,n (1+a.) 4n a._ f3 a._ 1 log 1 + f3 , m = 0. 
For m=n (34) becomes: 
(35) 
00 
J tanhmdiF(!±m±iK) P?::,/,+ix(a.) P=fi,+ix(/3) dK = 
0 
F(1-m)F(1+m) 
m(a.-(3) 
. ((3-1)'/,m{(1+a.)'/,m- (1+a.)-'/,m}, mi=O, 
0(.-1 1+/3 1+/3 
1 (1 +a.) 
a.-f3log 1+/3 , m=O. 
If we combine (31) and (32) we get the following 
Theorem 11. If m, n and l are complex numbers such that 
Rem<1, JRenJ<1-Rem, andRe (m-n+4Z+1)>0, then for x>1 and 
Rep>O 
J nre-~±n ±i")nrC+~-n ±i"+2Z). 
o liT(± 2iK) 
(36) • P':-;-;;ir:"+21(x) W(m-n)/2.ix(2p) dK = 
= n2(m+n>l2+2l+2 F(2l+ 1) F(1-m)pU-n>l2+l(x+ 1)-'i•(x-1)1-'i,n . 
• e(P/2)(x-1> w (px +p) 
-l-(1-m)/2.m/2 • 
Proof. Again, the conditions of theorem together with Re m < -! 
allow us to apply Theorem 4. If we use [10, 4.3 (22)] we get (36). From 
[9, pg 95 (10)] we find that w(m-n)/2.ix(t)= e-(nx)/4 0(1), and it is easily 
seen that the conditions of the theorem make both sides of (36) analytic 
functions of m. 
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Setting l = 0 in ( 36) yields : 
] II r ( 1 - ~ ±n ± ix) II r ( 1 + ~- n ± ix) . 
0 IIF(± 2ix) 
(37) · P"::lJ,+i"(x) W 1m-nlt2.i"(2p) dx = 
= :n;21m+nl/2+2 F(1-m)(x + 1) -lm/2l(x-1)-ln/2) pl-lm+n)/2. 
· eP'" F(m,px+p), 
00 
see [ll,pg432], where F(cx,x) = f e- 1t"'- 1dt. Letm=nin (37) and we have: 
'" 
where K is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. For m = 0, 
(38) becomes: 
(39) I tanh :n;x sech :n:x P -•t,+i><(x) Ki"(p) dx = l
oo 
= (2:n:)-•t,p•t,eP'" F(O,px+p) =- (2:n:)-•t,p•t,eP'" Ei[ -p(x+ 1)], 
where -Ei( -x) = F(O, x). 
Now use (32) to obtain 
Theorem 12. Let m and n be complex numbers such that Rem< 1 
and JRe nJ < 1-Rem, then for Re ex and Re {3 > 0 we have: 
(40) 
foo IIrC -~±n ±ix) 
o IIF( ± 2ix) Wlm-n)t2.i"(2cx) Wlm-n)/2,;"(2{3) dx = 
( 1 1 )lm+n)/2-1 
= :n:2-lm+nlt2+2F(1-m) ~ + p W(m-n)t2.(1-m-n)t2(2cx+2{3). 
Pro of. If we take Rem<!, then the transform pair (32) satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 4. If we apply [10, 4.3 (22)] we obtain (40). 
However, the conditions of this theorem are sufficient to make both sides 
analytic functions of m and the proof is complete. 
If we take m=n in (40) we get: 
l
oo 
(41 ) I sinh :n:x IIF(J;; -m± ix) Ki"(cx) Ki"({3) dx = 
= 2-m-•t.:n;'l. F(1- m)(cx + {3)m-•t, (cx{3) 11,-m K.;,-m(IX + {3). 
This is the formula [11, 12.1 (12)] when m=!--.IL 
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If we combine the two transform pairs of (32) it is easily shown that 
for Rem<1, 1Reni<1-Rem, and RelX, Re,B>O; 
(42) 
Setting m = n we get: 
(43) ~ 7 sinh n~-eliF(t-m±i~-e)K,,.(~X) Wm.i,.(2,8) d~-e = ~ = n''•(21X) -'/• ,8 lXl-m(lX + ,B)m-1 F(1-m) e-<<•+lll. 
Now let m=O in (43) and we obtain: 
(44) 
This corresponds to formula [10, 12.1 (4)], and can also be obtained by 
setting m=O in (41). 
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